can be reduced to a kind of five mass point bar linkage. The variation of the potential energy and the kinetical energy has been discussed. Moreover, the conversion law between kinetic energy and potential energy, the energy distribution between the swing leg and stance leg during the walking process, phase-space limit cycle of a symmetric gait of the robot on a certain degree slope have also been presented in detail in the paper as well as the dipiction about culmination points which exist in potential and kinetic energy conversion of the coupling two legs. All the research above will have realistic significance in helping us to better awaring of walking rules and global properties of the biped gaits of the robot.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of obtaining passive gaits, powered only by gravity, was pioneered by McGeer [1] , who thought that ,we can perhaps learn about the stability and control of walking by studying un-powered, uncontrolled models. Some results with McGeer's passive dynamic models of human locomotion suggest that human body parameters such as mass distribution or limb lengths may have more influence on the existence and quality of gait than is generally recognized. The question has been subsequently studied by many other researchers-such as Collins, Garcia and Goswami [2] [3] [6] . Here the paper will take a further research to the model Goswami presented 1997 and will describe the model geometry, its dynamic parameters, and its governing equations during the swing stage and the transition stage as well as the formation of the limit cyclediscrete events, such as contact with the ground , can act to trap the evolving system state within a constrained region of the state space. Therefore, even when the underlying continuous dynamics are unstable, discrete events may induce a stable limit set and limit cycles are often created in this way. In addition, a typical walk cycle of the passive robot on a inclined plain with the help of a phase diagram will be discussed, this motion can continue indefinitely due to a delicate balance between the robot's kinetic energy and potential energy. The discussion about the intricate energy transition and also the mutual influence between the swing leg and stance leg will help us to be better aware of the passivity gait of this kind of compass-like biped robot, besides, some further control ideas will be educed based on this very character thus lead to systematic control design.
II. GAIT BIPED MODEL ADDED WITH KNEES

A. The model description and assumption
The paper will present the novel applicable model so called the kneed gait biped walker and introduce some main character in detail thus for the real design of humanoid ancillary equipment. All the necessary parameters that will be useful to the describption of kneed gait biped model are shown as in figure 1 , in addition, with the assumption that the total mass of the robot is constant. The walking process of the robot consists of two phases, knee-free phase and knee locked phases, knee-strike and heel strike will be the critical strain. As shown in figure. 2, when striking, the knee will be locked as the compass-like gait biped. All masses in the model are considered point-masses and the legs are identical with each other having knee joint which can locked as the compass-like gait biped when walking upright with the ground, The gait consists of swing stage and an instantaneous transition stage: during the swing stage the robot behaves exactly like an inverted planar double pendulum with its support point being analogous to the point of suspension of the pendulum. During the transition stage the support is transferred from one leg to the other. The robot is assumed to move on a horizontal or inclined plane surface. The impact of the swing leg with the ground is assumed to be inelastic and without sliding [4] . This implies that during the instantaneous transition stage the robot configuration remains un-changed, and the angular momentum of the robot about the impacting foot as well as the angular momentum of the pre-impact support leg about the hip are conserved. These conservation laws lead to a discontinuous change in robot velocity. The whole integral gait of the robot will be given as figure.3. 
B. Dynamics of the swing stage
The dynamic equations of the swing stage are similar to the well-known double pendulum equations. Since the legs of the robot are assumed identical, the equations are similar regardless of the support leg considered. The full equation of the system are derived using langragian formulation as the followings (1) 
After the knee-strike, the swing-leg stretch to its full length and the system switches to the second stage knee-locked stage. The newly-locked system is similar to that of Compasslike walker. The difference is the dimension of the equation matrices. The heel-strike when the swing-leg touch the ground will be another similar discrete event, and by finishing the collision, the stance leg and swing leg will switch to the counterpart simultaneously, and then, a full step has been totally completed with the new step following. Simulation trials reveal that For a given kneed gait biped model can also walk down a slope with a steady gait, moreover, one and only one stable gait on a given slope exists as figure. 4 shows, which symbolize the periodicity of the humanoid gaits, if we can make full use of this property, we may find some idea on controlling the robots by maintaining the stability of limit cycle through the idea of adding some torque or only adjust the parameter of the system. Moreover, the initial value of the passive walking must correspond with an energy value, for the lost energy during the process of collision should conform to some regulations between the gravity and kinemics. To a certain slope, the limit cycle is the only, so the state point adjoin to the limit cycle can also converge to the limit cycle. The non-linear system possesses the property of being sensitive to the initial value, so the analytical procedure to find this limit cycle still remain a challenge.
C. Transition equations
A full step consists of two discrete collisions: knee-strike and heel-strike. Both of which mark the ending of one stage and a new start of a stage. The post-collision velocities can be got with the pre-collision velocities using the angularmomentum conservation law. (6)~(7) just express the process of the strike moment. 
The matrices Q − ( 2 3 × )and Q + ( 2 2 × )are derived from the two conditions of momentum conservation mentioned above. During the heel-strike event, due to the hypothesis that the collision is inelastic, then external force occurs at the point of impact and no external torque acting on the swing-foot, so to the swing-foot, the angular-momentum is also preserved, the whole process is identical to the former one we have just discussed, after the collision, the swing-leg bends its knee and the model switches back to the free-knee one. The status of the heel-strike event is little different from the knee-strike.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF STEADY KNEED GAITS
The three angular velocity jumping can be find easily to in figure.4, the larger one represents the heel-strike, and the smaller one is for the knee-strike when acting on the swing-leg, the smallest one is for the knee-strike acting on the stance-leg. These properties can be availed greatly in the design of certain control strategy to guarantee the trace walking. In figure.5, a constant PE horizontal line representing the ground impact, and an inclined line representing the swing stage, the conservation of the total mechanical energy of the robot during the swing stage ensures that the inclined line a 135 degree angle with the kinetic axis. We see that the potential energy of the robot decreases by a constant amount at every step, for a steady gait, precisely this amount of kinetic energy is absorbed during the ground impact. In fact, the whole biped gaits of the robot, the kinetic energy (KE) and the potential energy (PE) have a complex variation process just not as we have expected before. KE just experiences an asymmetry periodic process, and at some special instant T, a sharp downwards jump will exist because of the inelastic impact of the legs and the ground thus causing the loss of the kinetic energy dramatically, the reduction of the energy is irregular just due to the inertial kinetic energy compensation of the stance leg, the enhancement of kinetic energy is partly compensated by gravity. While PE just experiences a contrary process. Here we use"--"to represent potential energy and "-"to represent kinetic energy, seen from Figures 6 and 7, we find that the kinetic energy variation curves of both legs are similar to sine wave which is the typical dynamic curve of the simple pendulum. While potential energy variation curves of both legs vary a lot. The corresponding conversion relationship between PE and KE of two legs can be addressed clearly in both graphs. For further research, it can also revealed that the swing leg angle position is much more approaching to sine wave, while the changeable trend of the stance leg' is comparatively different from the swing leg bacause the stance leg experiences a compelled motion, with the force action coming from both the swing leg and gravity. In spite of this, the coupling degree of the two legs vary greatly at different instant. The angle velocity of both legs will come to a jump at the impact point while the angle velocity of the swing leg is larger than that of the stance leg during the swing stage.. During the biped gait cycle, the angle velocity of the stance leg is negative, comparing with the wide variation region of the swing leg. And in addition, the absolute value of both two legs will decrease at the point of the impact because of the loss of the kinetic energy caused by both knee-strike and heelstrike of the biped gaits, and the influence to the swing leg and stance leg is different. with the same sequence above within one gait cycle, the maximum and minimum of the energy can be observed in Figure 8 . Figure 9 just search out the culmination point of the two nearest point as k and p , the potential energy culmination point just drop behind the kinetic energy culmination point even they are adjacent while they are not the same point as we had thought before. The reason will be well explained in the following section. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The focus of the work is a relative further study of the passive gait of a kneed, planar, biped robot on inclined slopes with an analysis about the distribution of the energy and also the conversion law between the swing leg and the stance leg during the process of the steady robot gaits. An analysis about the distribution of upper-links of each leg, phase-position property corresponding to the limit cycle, the coupling properties between two legs has been mainly discussed as well as the existence of culmination points which are produced in the process of the conversion between PE & KE. The research of the paper will have positive significance in getting better aware of the law and global property to biped gaits of the robot. The result of the research may provide a constructive guidance in designing the real applying rehabilitated assistant legs and some new theories can be educed on the basis of the study we have presented. Nevertheless, the model discussed here has some realistic significance for the model is nearly the same as the gait of humanoid, while, how to add the upper limb to the model and how to enlarge the initial value attraction region of the limit cycle as well as how to add proper control to the kneed walker with the least energy input will be our further research direction [4] [5] .
